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In low magnification illustrations the number of epithelial polygons per unit length was measured. Illustrations at higher magnifications allowed more reliable estimates of size frequency and variation to be obtained. Because polygons tend to be somewhat elongate, here the maximum dimension was used. 27. More than 110 separate artides and papers were consulted; full details of this data source will be provided elsewhere. Since a linear response fits the data better than a step function comparing "no STT positive" to "any STT positive," the data indicate that additional STTs provide additional information (as would be expected biologically). Since individual STTs are inexpensive relative to a long-term rodent test, the additional information is cost-effective (5).
All of this begs the question, "Are rodent tests predictive of humans?" Readers interested in that question might study (6) and (7) Response: Young (1) raises two issues: (i) the comparative performance of a battery of short-term tests (STTs) versus the Salmonella mutagenesis assay (SAL) for predicting rodent carcinogenicity and (ii) the falsepositive rate associated with rodent carcinogenicity studies.
Regarding the first issue, we concluded that, for a set of 73 chemicals evaluated by the National Toxicology Program (NTP), a battery of four STTs was not significantly more predictive of the results of rodent carcinogenicity studies than was SAL alone (2). Young apparently questions this conclusion, asserting that, for the battery of four STTs (including SAL), a trend test shows that there is "a good correlation between the number of STT positives and the probability of a positive rodent result." This is misleading because the "good correlation" of the battery reflects primarily the high predictivity of SAL. When SAL is excluded from the battery and separate comparisons are made for SAL positive and SAL negative chemicals, Young's trend test analysis shows no significant association between the number of STT positives and rodent carcinogenicity, as indicated in Table 1 .
To put this matter into perspective, one could consider a comparison of the predictivity and concordance ofthe two approaches. Young states that "when all four STTs were positive, the rodent test was positive about 80% ofthe time." However, the predictivity of a positive SAL is even greater (83%; see Table 1 ). Young further states that SAL "is 60% concordant [62% actually]" with the rodent test. However, the corresponding concordance of the battery of four STTs is essentially the same, that is, 55 to 66%, depending upon the decision rule employed (2) . Thus, for the 73 NTP chemicals the predictivity and concordance of the battery offour STTs is similar to that of SAL alone.
Regarding the second issue, Young asserts that rodent carcinogenicity studies have a high statistical false-positive rate. His conclusion is based on what appears to be a misinterpretation of the results of Brown and Fears (3) and ofHaseman et al. (4), who emphasized that such high false-positive rates (30 to 44%) would occur only if every statistically significant (P < 0.05) increase in tumor incidence were regarded as a biologically meaningful effect. This does not occur in practice because biological as well as statistical factors are taken into consideration in the overall evaluation of the data. Most investigators in this area are familiar with the multiple comparisons issue, and thus it is generally recognized that the actual false-positive rate is much lower than 30 to 44%.
What is the actual false-positive rate? The International Agency for Research on Cancer concludes that "rules which attempt to model the actual decision process indicate that false-positive rates are close to the nominal level" (5) . The Office of Science and Technology Policy (6) reaches a similar conclusion. Moreover, one of us (J.K.H.) (7) has estimated that the false-positive rate associated with NTP carcinogenicity studies (such as those used by Tennant et al.) is no greater than 7 to 8%. Many NTP "nongenotoxic carcinogens" showed markedly increased tumor incidences at multiple sites and for multiple doses or in three to four sex-species groups, or both. It is extremely unlikely that these striking effects are statistical false-positives, as suggested by Young. In summary, for the particular 73 chemicals considered by Tennant et 
